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Think back to the last time you were driving and stopped at a red light. What did you see? A driver in the
car next to you with his head bent down, fingers busily typing a message on his smartphone and hoping to
hit send before the light turns green? Another driver unaware that she is taking up two lanes because she’s
searching the internet on her phone? A pedestrian in the crosswalk with his head down, scrolling through
social media posts? Distracted drivers and pedestrians have become an everyday sight.
But why might some drivers choose the distraction instead of focusing on driving? Some cite pressure from
the boss or organization to be multi-tasking while driving. In any case, remember that it is illegal in Texas for
a driver to be using their cellphone while driving. To evaluate your choices when driving, you might ask
yourself, “Have I ever driven by Braille?” Ever heard the low roar of the rumble strips or lane divider
reflectors as you drift out of your lane due to inattentive driving? Then you are driving by Braille. Designed
as a method of alert for drowsy drivers, these are now more commonly associated with near-miss incidents
while driving.
Sending messages can also be the trigger that results in a vehicle crash, so as “senders” we have a
responsibility of thinking through the process and considering if sending a message might put someone in
harm’s way. Most phone notifications are not time-sensitive. We need to understand our own behaviors,
show more patience, and make the correct decision about our phone notifications.
When you’re not the driver and you’re sending messages or calling, ask yourself:
• Is the receiver currently driving?
• When I drive with them, do I often see them manipulating their phone?
• As a manager, do I expect my employees to respond, even if the wheels are in motion?
• Do I allow my staff to take conference calls when driving?
• As a parent, do I expect my children to answer when driving?
When driving:
• Finish that call and send that final text before you put the car in drive.
• Enter the GPS destination before starting to drive.
• Respond to your social media posts and select the music playlist before starting to drive.
• Turn off phone notifications.
• Drive with two hands on the steering wheel. If both hands are on the wheel, the phone is not in use.
• At intersections, show patience; most traffic lights are 30-40 seconds.
• Use self-control and don’t touch your phone at a red light. For complex
conversations, pull over and park in a safe location prior to starting that
phone call.
• Train yourself to not react every time the phone receives a notification.
• Keep your eyes on the road, your mind on driving, and your hands on
the controls.
The mobile phone can be a powerful tool in communication for family and
business. But, we are a stronger, smarter and safer driver when we are not
controlled by the notifications, texts, and apps on our phones.
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At least one person has died on Texas roads every day since November 7, 2000. Despite efforts to end this
streak and a decrease of about 2% between 2016 and 2017, the Texas Department of Transportation notes
that Texas still leads the nation in traffic deaths.
However, there seems to be some action on expanded road safety efforts at the Texas Transportation Commission.
• Last month, the commission heard a presentation from TxDOT’s director of engineering and safety operations that indicated the agency
may be moving toward a goal of having no traffic fatalities in Texas by the year 2050. Austin adopted a so-called Vision Zero plan in 2016,
with the goal of ending deaths and serious injuries on Austin’s roads by 2025. Other major cities have adopted similar plans, which aim to
address the problem through better road design, better enforcement of existing laws and education programs.
• House Bill 1287, filed by state Rep. Celia Israel, D-Austin, would lower the speed limit on roads that otherwise don’t have marked speed
limits [such as neighborhood roads in urban areas] from 30 miles per hour to 25.
• Under SB 43, all uses of an electronic device while driving would be illegal (unless you’re using a hands-free device). Your vehicle would
have to be stopped outside a travel lane for you to legally use your phone with your hands.
• House Bill 1289 would require drivers to “stop and yield” for pedestrians legally present in a crosswalk.
• House Bill 4243 would change every instance of “accident” in the Texas Transportation Code to “crash.”

More than $1 billion a week – that’s what U.S. businesses lose to serious, non-fatal workplace injuries
according to a survey from Liberty Mutual. Risk is everywhere and always will be. Identifying risks and defining
acceptable levels of risk are essential for every safety program. The risks that we are willing to “accept” are
driven by our past experiences and knowledge. Have you asked your employees or coworkers what risks they
see? What is working well? What is not?
Measuring your safety culture is the first step in getting to a Zero Accident Culture. It will reveal opportunities to
improve interactions between managers, supervisors and frontline employees. A poor safety culture may be
the result of infrequent safety discussions between supervisors and employees, shortcuts taken when work
falls behind schedule, or leadership that does not use employee feedback to improve safety. These symptoms
likely go unnoticed until an injury or other negative consequence occurs.
The number one dimension of safety culture is management’s commitment to safety. This is evidenced by
empowered employees looking for safety hazards, frequent discussions about safety, and maintaining safety
procedures when working under pressure. Asking employees for their insight not only identifies at-risk
conditions and behaviors (potentially not seen at the management level), but also empowers them to be a part
of developing solutions.
Measuring your company’s safety culture is not for the
faint of heart. It is common for organizations to monitor
injury trends, or possibly near misses, but those are
lagging indicators of risk and only show how things have
gone wrong. Data at this level can be valuable for top
management but is hard for employees to relate with
their daily tasks. In addition, the loss data may not reveal
that the existing safety expectations are confusing or not
supported by the overall system. On the other hand,
focusing on the “culture or the employee’s perception of
the company’s safety culture” will identify areas of
opportunity for improvements and will create a strong
and lasting safety culture throughout your organization.
Contact you Catto safety consultant to see how you can
get the pulse of your companies safety culture
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